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DSV philosophy: Through awakening consciousness, we are empowered with knowledge and skills to
unconditionally serve others.
NEXT MEETING

NEXT MEETING

Sunday 20 October 2013

Time & Date:
2.00 pm, Sunday 20 October 2013
(1.30 pm for dowsing practice)

PRESIDENT’S REPORT
My husband Phil and I are moving house in a
few weeks. We’ve lived in our Bayswater home for
36 years. I am having a wonderful time finding
things I didn’t know I had, and throwing out lots of
things I no longer need. This seems to be very
cathartic as I’m clearing or doing a total spring
clean at the same time.
It seems to be helping me as fortunately I don’t
seem to be feeling a lot of the stuckness and other
manifestations from the energy changes that are
currently happening. Even things that are coming
to light that some people find alarming, I feel are
actually good because things are being dealt with
and hopefully will be replaced with something
better. At this time, I’m sure it helps for us to keep
grounded and protected. Remember scrambling
with dowsing is one easy way to clear any harmful
energies and replace them with beneficial
energies. Then it’s also good to look for the new
and wonderful things coming along.

Place:
Mount Waverley Community Centre,
Miller Crescent, Mount Waverley
(Opposite Mount Waverley Railway Station)
Melways: 70 E 1
Parking at rear, off Holskamp St. which runs off
Stephensons Road

OUR NEXT MEETING
The DSV is pleased to announce that South
Australian dowser Dennis Toop, Treasurer of
the SA Dowsers’ Club, will present at our next
meeting on Sunday 20 October 2013. He
entertained us with his dowsing experiences
back in 2009 and now has some new
experiences to share.

I’m looking forward to the speaker at our next
meeting. Dennis Toop will provide practical tips for
your dowsing. He was so well received some
years ago when he presented to the DSV. His
stories about how he dowsed properties which had
been difficult to sell were fascinating. After his
clearings they sold very quickly for the owners and
real estate agents involved.
Just a reminder that membership renewals are
due at the beginning of the year so if you have
overlooked this, could you please pay as you enter
the room at the next meeting. Or you can mail a
cheque or money order to The DSV, PO Box
2635, Mount Waverley Vic 3149.
Lyn Wood, President
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Dennis’ dowsing experience covers useable
water, sick houses, feng shui, power line radiation
and earth energy radiations.
He has a particular interest in remotely dowsing
“unsaleable” properties”, which to the naked eye
look to be perfectly good houses. He enjoys
changing the energy to the astonishment of some
local real estate agents

Dennis also has a keen interest in “Reverse
Speech” which he feels ties a lot of what dowsers
stumble across and can’t easily explain. It has
joined the dots for him personally.
We look forward to seeing you at the next
meeting. Feel free to bring a friend or two.

OUR LAST MEETING
At our August meeting we met Maya Ward who
spoke warmly about her pilgrimage along the
Yarra River. She read extracts from her book,
“The Comfort of Water”, which relates details of
her physical, emotional and spiritual journey along
the river. This was interspersed with conversation
about her travels.
Jan Juniper dowsing in her garden
Recently Jan completed a Blog called “The Gift
of Dowsing”. It’s available for viewing at this
website: ladycat2013.blogspot.com - or
ladycat2013blogger or jan juniper in blogger.

BOOK REVIEW
nd

President Lyn Wood with guest, Maya Ward
Further details: http://mayaward.com.au/

DOWSING JOURNEYS
Developed from an interview by DSV Member,
Bernadette Hogan, as part of an ongoing segment.

Jan Juniper - I was introduced to dowsing by
a health food store holder. He used a pendulum to
diagnose what vitamins and minerals I required to
regain my health.
Once he retired I then decided I had to learn
how to use a pendulum for myself.
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“Stone Age Farming” 2 Edition, by Alanna Moore.
Reviewed by François Capmeil, Editor of the
Newsletter for the Dowsers Society of NSW.
(Reprinted from their Sept 2013 issue, with
permission.)

In August I received a book for review from
Alanna Moore, called ‘Stone Age Farming’,
Tapping Nature’s Subtle Energies for your
nd
Farm or Garden, 2 Edition.
Others who have reviewed this book have
said: “Every so often, a book comes along that
will change your perception of the world. Stone
Age Farming is such a book” and I
wholeheartedly concur.
This book is so interesting and so
compelling that I could not put it down.
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(Alanna Moore will present to the DSV on
Sunday 24 November. Make it a date! Ed.)

DSV meeting.

ALBERT EINSTEIN ON DOWSING
Albert Einstein was convinced of the
authenticity of dowsing. He said, "I know very
well that many scientists consider dowsing as
they do astrology, as a type of ancient
superstition. According to my conviction this is,
however, unjustified. The dowsing rod is a
simple instrument which shows the reaction of
the human nervous system to certain factors
which are unknown to us at this time."

THE DSV SHOP
The DSV shop is well stocked with a broad
range of different instruments - dowsing rods,
pendulums and whizzes.

You can also choose from a wide selection of
DVDs, CDs and books, including some by
Raymon Grace and Joey Korn.

DSV RECORDINGS ON CD
We now have 27 speakers available on CD:

DSV LIBRARY
The DSV Library regularly receives dowsing
newsletters and journals from dowsing
organisations all over the world.
We also have an extensive range of excellent
dowsing books available.
As a DSV member you are entitled to borrow
any of our library items. Please feel free to browse
through these items when you visit us for the next

The CDs from our various presentations are
available at meetings for $5 each, and are a
great idea for listening to at your leisure, giving
as a gift, or if you missed a speaker you really
wanted to hear.
Please note this is an Extract of the DSV
October 2013 newsletter. You can join the
DSV via this site to received the full edition.

Please write the DSV Meeting Dates in your diary today:
2013 dates – Sunday 20 October & 24 November
2014 dates – Sunday 9 February, 27 April, 15 June (TBA: August, October & November)
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